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Incidentally, the chronicle records that the Mon
astery was also endowed with vineyards by  
Leopold III, and can thus look back on a ninehun
dredyear tradition of winemaking. This makes 
Klosterneuburg Monastery Austria’s oldest exist
ing winery.  

Just how closely spiritual and secular life are in
tertwined at Klosterneuburg Monastery can also 
be seen in its art and architecture, which has al
ways been a language of communication able 
to unite people across borders. In the spirit of its 
founder, Klosterneuburg Monastery has, time and 
again, commissioned artists and architects to cre
ate works which made visible the values of our cul
ture, as well as the good works of the  Augustinian 
Canons. As contemporary witnesses to cultural 
and religious history, these works span the period 
from the Early Middle Ages, the Renaissance and 
the Baroque eras, all the way to the present. They 
constitute a unique collection of cultural treasures 
of the goldsmith’s art, wood and ivory carving, as 
well as masterpieces of painting and architecture. 

The Monastery is, at one and the same time, a place 
of lived faith, a place where unique cultural treas
ures are preserved, and a producer of outstanding 
wines.

All this lends Klosterneuburg Monastery its unique 
charm, which is amply expressed in various attrac
tive themed tours. Visitors will find an ideal infra
structure – ranging from the private underground 
car park to the grand culinary finale of a visit to 
the vinotheque of the winery, the Stiftscafé, Café 
Escorial or Restaurant Stifts keller.

Where heaven and earth meet, there is much to  
experience and to discover. Klosterneuburg Mon
astery can look back on over nine hundred years of 
history, yet it could hardly be more uptodate in 
the way that it caters for every interest. 

I warmly invite you to get to know the Monastery 
in both its religious and secular diversity. 

Klosterneuburg Monastery was founded over 900 
years ago by the Babenberg Margrave Leopold III 
– who later became the patron saint of Austria. It 
was the  residence of the Babenbergs as well as the 
Habsburgs, and an  important place in the  story of 
Austria’s birth, as recorded in numerous written 
documents still preserved in the monastery  
archive and in the monastery library as contempo
rary witnesses to history. But above all, the crown 
of the Archduchy of Austria, the Austrian Archdu
cal Hat, is also kept in the Treasure Chamber. 

After the foundation stone ceremony of the mon
astery church Leopold III, the saint, gave the mon
astery to the Augustinian Canons – a priestly order, 
one of whose principal tasks is providing pasto
ral care in the parish communities. He thereby lay 
the foundation for a religious, social and cultur
al centre which is still doing its work today and, 

among other activities, fulfils pastoral duties in 28 
 parishes in all. 

The Monastery gained enormous importance in 
the 20th century due to the Canon Pius Parsch, 
whose ideas set in motion an ecclesiastical reform 
movement of global impact and led to an exten
sive liturgical reform of the worldwide Church at 
the Second Vatican Council (1962  1965). Through 
returning to the Bible, through communal forms 
of the liturgy and through the use of the vernacu
lar language and the freestanding altar, the liturgy 
celebrated by the priest became the collective cere
mony involving the “active participation” of all be
lievers that we know today.

Klosterneuburg 
Monastery 
is a fascinating 
world. 
Well worth 
exploring! 

Abbot General, Provost
Bernhard Backovsky Can.Reg.On Vienna’s doorstep

A warm welcome
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Depending on your desires and interests, the High-
light Tour allows you to choose specific areas from 
across the range of tours on offer. 

Select your own personal, favorite highlights  
from among the Monastery Tour, the Treasury,  
the imperial apartments, the museum and the  
garden and head off on an exclusive, 90-minute 
tour through the rooms of the monastery with  
one of our guides. 

First and foremost, our specialities include the  
12th century Verdun Altar and the Austrian arch
ducal crown, which can be found in the Treasury.  
This crown is also known as the national crown of 
Austria. To round off the tour, enjoy a 3-part wine 
tasting session in a historic atmosphere, featuring 
wines from our own winery – or, where preferred, 
an apple juice tasting featuring the monastery’s 
own apple juices.

Highlight Tour

Highlight Tour

 Can be booked  all year round  
  (garden: from April to October)   
 Duration approx. 120 min.  
  (incl. tasting session) 
 Price incl. guided tour € 22 per person
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Come and visit

out wine cellar
as well!

A guided 30- or 60-minute 

tour is bookable as an 

addition to the 

Highlight Tour.
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The Monastery Tour takes guests through the  
gothic cloister to the seven-armed candelabra  
donated by Agnes, Leopold’s wife, which dates  
back to the 12th century. The tour continues in the  
medieval display room, which features outstanding 
works of art from the high and late gothic periods 
in Austria. 

From the cloister the tour continues into the  
Chapel of St. Leopold, where the saint’s relics  
are kept. This chapel is also home to the famous  
Verdun Altar. This altar is considered a masterpiece 
of medieval enamelwork. Completed by Nicholas  
of Verdun in 1181, the altar is considered to be 
unique in terms of its artistry, technique and  
theological content. 

The tour ends in the monastery church, a  
particularly impressive sight due to its baroque  
fittings, the imperial oratory of Charles VI and  
the 17thcentury festal organ, which is still  
preserved in its original state.

Monastery Tour
©Janos S

tekovics
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Monastery Tour

 Can be booked  all year round  
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 10 per person
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In the first half of the 18th century, plans were 
made to turn the medieval complex of the  
monastery of  Augustinian canons at Kloster- 
neuburg into a baroque, Austrian version of  
El Escorial in Spain. 

It was here that Emperor Charles VI, the father of 
Maria Theresa, wished to create a representational 
seat depicting the union of secular and spiritual 
power. The project was never completed, however, 
and in many places it was preserved as a unique 
baroque construction site. 

Among the highlights of this tour are Daniel Gran’s 
impressive fresco in the Marble Hall, depicting the 
homage to the House of Austria, as well as the  
private apartments of Charles VI, which remain in 
an exceptionally wellpreserved state to this day. 

In addition, experience the medieval cloister and 
the sacral art treasures which have seen over 900 
years of history, such as the sevenarmed bronze 
candelabra given by Agnes, and the monastery’s 
central artistic jewel, the worldfamous Verdun  
Altar.
 
The tour concludes with a visit to the baroque  
monastery church which, due to its exquisite  
fittings such as the choir stalls, the imperial  
oratory and early baroque festal organ, is an  
experience which stays with you for a lifetime.

Grand Monastery Tour
©Janos Stekovics

©Janos Stekovics

Grand Monastery Tour

 Can be booked  all year round  
 Duration approx. 90 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 15,50 per person
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The Wine Cellar Tour leads visitors on an atmo-
spheric and informative tour of the baroque cellar 
complex which, supported by its metre-thick walls, 
reaches depths of up to 36 metres and spans four  
levels. 

It is here in Austria’s oldest winery that you can  
experience the connection between centuries of 
winegrowing tradition and the latest cellar tech
nology in a unique way. 

The tour sheds light on the 900year history of wi
nemaking at Klosterneuburg. Following the tour, 
you have the option to take part in a wine tasting 
session in the monastery’s own Vinothek.

Wine Cellar Tour

The Klosterneuburg monastery wine shop holds 
particular interest for all those who appreciate 
exceptional wines. 

Nestled among the cellar vaults which date back 
to around 1300, the shop’s historical surroundings 
combine with contemporary architectural decor  
to create an atmosphere perfectly suited to the  
sophisticated enjoyment of wine. In addition to 
wines from the current vintage, we also offer  
rarities from our stock of old wines, delicacies  
and exclusive gift sets. 

The cellars in which Klosterneuburg monastery 
wines are pressed and stored until they have  
reached harmonious maturity are no less 
interesting than the wine shop. The connection  
between living, breathing wine history, strong  
tradition and the cellar technology of a modern 
winery can be experienced during tours which  
explore the imposing cellar complex.  

The Klosterneuburg monastery cellars date back to 
the baroque period and are surrounded by double 
walls. They extend four storeys deep below the  
baroque monastery. The unique combination of 
winery and monastery also plays a central role in 
the events which are offered here when it comes 
to wine. In addition to the classic cellar tour – the 
“Wine Cellar Tour” – which takes place daily, the 
Klosterneuburg Monastery Winery is also one 
of the places where the Austrian Wine Academy 
holds seminars. 

The Vinotheque – our wine shop

Contact and information 

T: +43/2243/411-548
Email: vinothek@stift-klosterneuburg.at
Opening hours: 
Monday – Friday:  9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. 
Saturday:  9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Sunday:  12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Closed on public holidays

The Klosterneuburg Monastery Winery is the  
oldest in Austria. After completing our various 
tours, we invite you to participate in a guided  
wine tasting session, where you can taste the  
monastery’s multiple awardwinning wines  
and fruit juices.

Wine tasting

Wine Cellar Tour

 Can be booked  all year round  
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 10 per person

Wine tasting

 Type  3-part or 6-part tasting session 
 Can be booked  all year round 
 Duration  approx. 30/60 min. 
 Price  € 6.50/10.50 per person
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Visitors can view Klosterneuburg monastery’s  
most valuable religious artworks from across  
nine centuries in the Treasury. 

In addition to the medieval gold work, numerous 
medieval monstrances and ivory works of art, 
visitors can also marvel at a selection of works  
taken from a large collection of ornate objects  
ranging from the baroque to the modern periods. 

The monastery was an important religious centre 
for the ruling Habsburg dynasty, so countless pre
cious items have been donated to the monastery 
through the centuries – most notably the Austrian 
archducal crown. This is considered the centrepiece 
of the treasury. Studded with precious jewels,  
this crown from the Archduchy of Austria was  
donated to the monastery in 1616 by Archduke  
Maximilian III.

The Klosterneuburg monastery has commissioned 
religious art throughout its existence. This is a  
tradition which continues to this day, meaning that 
visitors can attend a newly-designed collection of 
20th- and 21st-century religious art every year. 

Discover religious art from across the centuries – 
ranging from works of art such as the Babenberg 
Family Tree, produced between 1489 and 1492 to 
commemorate the canonisation of Margrave  
Leopold III, to the Gallery of Modern Art, which 
opened its doors in 2013.

Treasury 
Tour

In this day and age, responsibility for creation is 
only too often pursued for purely personal gain; 
either to give our own acts a touch of relevance or 
to create a specific image in the minds of others.  
All too often an obsession with profit and maximi-
sing gains leads us to be overly extravagant with 
the resources we have. 

The changes to our world which are caused by this 
rarely cause us any direct difficulties. However,  
it does cause difficulties for other people or genera
tions. 

The annual exhibition contrasts modern artistic 
depictions of suffering with historical ones. Which 
humanitarian crises and issues were relevant in 
the past centuries and which are relevant now? 
And which forms of art have been used over time 
to express the suffering of many?

In an exhibition displayed in the Sala terrena 
Gallery, the question will be asked: what happens 
during hardship and how do humans experience 
it? What are the cultural implications of suffering 
and which forms of art flourish in spite of difficult 
circumstances? 

Join us on a search which extends through  
the centuries, where we seek to experience  
the challenges of earlier generations in order to 
better understand and form our present within  
the context of the past.

Museum
Tour 2020 Annual Exhibition

The  
St. Leopold Friedenspreis 2020  

will also be presented as part of the 
exhibition. The international art award,  

which features a prize of 12,000 euros, takes  
a critical look at human and socio-political 
issues. Each year it covers a subject which 

is taken from the Bible and suggested by the 
provost of the monastery (the superior),  

Bernhard Backovsky Can.Reg. For 2020, he chose  
the following passage: 

“Save me, O God, for the waters  
have come up  
to my neck.” 

Psalm 69:2

THE
CONSEQUENCES

OF 
SUFFERING 

©Janos S
tekovics

Treasury or Museum Tour 

 Can be booked  all year round  
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 10 per person

2020 Annual Exhibition 

 Can be booked  from March to November 2020  
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 10 per person
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The monastery of the Augustinian canons at  
Klosterneuburg as a place of meditation and  
inspiration. 

Departing from the Sala terrena, Charles VI’s un 
finished garden entrance, the tour leads visitors  
through the Gardens of Time. Crossing the modern 
pond garden with its old varieties of apple trees, 
the medieval cloister garden and the Feuerbrun-
nenhof [courtyard housing the waterwell previ
ously used to extinguish fires], kept in its Renais
sance style, the tour leads you into the convent 
garden. This was created by Conrad von Rosenthal 
in the mid19th century, following the classic  
English style. 
In 1841, Joseph Kornhäusl built the convent gar
den’s orangery. Allow yourself to be amazed by  
the wide range of rare plants which are found in 
the monastery’s gardens. The unique experience  
of discovering the monastery’s secret gardens is 
exclusively reserved for guided groups. In order to 
protect the privacy of the Augustinian canons in 
the monastery gardens, these are not open to the 
public and will only be opened for groups which 
have arranged the tour in advance.

Garden Tour

This tour through the Klosterneuburg monastery’s 
“Danube Garden” displays the gardens of the  
Augustinian canons in the context of sagas and  
legends for the first time. The route also passes  
by some of the monastery’s most significant art 
treasures.

With the “Monastery and the Arts” tour, guests 
have the opportunity to view the monastery’s 
rooms and art treasures along a route which they 
have selected themselves. 

In 60 minutes, the accredited Austria Guide has 
the opportunity to adapt the tour to meet the  
interests of the guests and to show the art treasu
res in an order which the guests themselves can 
select. He or she can do this even at short notice. 

This makes it possible to see the Austrian  
archducal crown, the Verdun Altar and the im
perial apartments in one single tour – something 
which would normally only be possible over the 
course of three different tours. 

Visitors can choose from the monastery church, 
the Verdun Altar, the medieval cloister, the  
Albrecht Altar, the Marble Hall, Charles VI’s  
imperial apartments, the museum, the Gallery  
of Modern Art and the Treasury.

Monastery and Arts

Can only be booked with Austria Guide.

©Janos S
tekovics
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NEW: the Danube 
Gardens

Garden Tour or Danube Gardens 

 Can be booked  from April to October   
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 10 per person

Monastery and Arts 

 Can be booked  all year round    
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 9,50 per person
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In addition to those tours for tour groups, Kloster-
neuburg monastery also offers exclusive tours for 
various interest groups. 

Experience the Verdun Altar up-close 

The Verdun Altar is the monastery’s most precious 
artistic religious possession and is one of the most 
significant artworks of the Middle Ages. 

As part of this tour, we open up doors which are 
normally kept closed, allowing you to come face to 
face with this masterpiece without any barriers. 

Get up close and admire the magnificent enamel
led boards with their intricate gold work dating 
back to the 12th century. Dive into the history of 
the altar and of its creator, Nicholas of Verdun.

Organ Tour with Concert 

An exclusive tour to the largest, early baroque 
festal organ preserved in Europe. 

After a short introduction to the history of the  
monastery and the monastery church, the early 
baroque organ, created by Johann Georg Freundt, 
will be presented in all its unique magnificence. 
This will be followed by a short concert by one of 
our organists.

Exclusive Offers

Groups of more than 10 people upon request.

Three food establishments are to be found on  
the monastery premises. These are happy to put  
together a unique menu just for you. 

Both the Café Escorial, located directly by  
the visitor’s reception area, and the Stiftscafé,  
located by the entrance to the monastery  
precincts, are two traditional, typical Viennese  
coffee houses which offer a small menu and  
Viennese pastries. The Stiftskeller restaurant,  
located in the former granary just outside the  
precinct walls, is a homestyle restaurant set in  
a newlyrenovated, 17thcentury building. Events 
can be organised in rooms of various sizes for 
groups of up to 600 people.

Whether you wish to indulge in the Austrian  
coffee house tradition or experience a down 
toearth restaurant, the choice is yours.

The Klosterneuburg Monastery is a special place 
for all festive occasions. 

Weddings, birthdays, family celebrations,  
company celebrations, Christmas parties, readings 
and concerts can be beautifully arranged in our 
historic and stylishlyrenovated event facilities.

Cuisine Rent Rooms

Contact and information 

T: +43/2243/411-251
Email: groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at

Contact and information 

T: +43/2243/411-262
Email: vermietungen@stift-klosterneuburg.at

 Can be booked  all year round    
 Duration approx. 60 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 150 for up to 10 people. 
  Each additional person € 11

 Can be booked  all year round    
 Duration approx. 120 min.  
 Price incl. guided tour € 300 for up to 5 people. 
  Each additional 
  person € 60
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The Babenbergs “Leopold and Agnes: a very special couple” Pupils experience history and the stories surrounding St. Leopold and his wife, Agnes, at the place where it all happened. A playful approach is taken to bring 900 years of history to life and to boost children’s understanding of the topics. The tour leads back and forth through the medieval  monastery to the impressive family tree, on display in the monastery’s museum. The tour even visits the Treasury, a particular highlight, where  Agnes’ veil is kept to this day.  1st to 4th school years “A tree with many branches” Fascinated by the detailed illustrations on the  walllength panel painting of the Babenberg family tree, our trail to discover the lives of the individual  Babenbergs begins here. The tour covers a wide  range of topics: from the saga surrounding  Austria’s foundation to Agnes’ important role  when it came to founding the monastery; from the  legends surrounding the origins of the Austrian flag to the dyingout of the Babenberg line with Frederick the Quarrelsome. 5th to 8th school years “Intertwined – intermarried – interconnected” The key topic of this tour is the formation of  Austria as a “nation” under the Babenbergs.  What tasks did a margrave carry out? Which  methods did the Babenbergs use to expand their area of influence and dominion? Starting from  the monumental panels on which the Babenberg  Family Tree is depicted, this tour takes pupils in  search of the most important representatives  of this dynasty.   9th to 12th school yearsThe Habsburgs “Red ribbons and an ornamental hat“Pupils walk up the imperial staircase into the  private chambers of Emperor Charles VI. Here it’s time to look for hidden stories in the imperial rooms. There are a great many details to discover when it comes to following the trail of a great  family for whom the Klosterneuburg monastery was always a sacred place. 1st to 4th school years“Mighty and magnificent” Pupils follow the trail of a project to construct a monastic palace; one which was never finished.  Together, they uncover the meaning of the  large ceiling fresco and discover many details in the pictures and stucco elements. What does this ostentatious display mean, and how are Church and State connected here? The tour is rounded  off with a viewing of the archducal crown, the  national crown of the Archduchy of Austria in  the Treasury. 5th to 8th school years“The Austrian El Escorial  and its art treasures“This tour emphasises the significance which the monastery of Klosterneuburg had as a national shrine for the Habsburg imperial family. The meaning of “The Homage of the House of Austria”, the complex ceiling fresco painted by Daniel Gran in the Marble Hall, will be revealed, as will the location of the imperial oratory in the monastery church. It was from here that the Habsburg rulers attended Mass, especially on the Feast of St. Leopold, November 15th. 9th to 12th school yearsThe monastery as a time machine The heavy door to the cloister is a portal which leads straight to the Middle Ages, while the long red carpet on the imperial staircase leads the way to the imposing and dramatic universe of the  baroque.  Diverse workshops aimed at different age groups allow children to experience milestones in the country’s history for themselves, as well as to question the significance of those milestones  for the world in which we live today. NEW: Fairy Tales in the “Danube Garden” The convent garden, the pond garden, the cloister garden – what are the places hidden behind these curious names? The Klosterneuburg monastery is opening its  gates and inviting visitors to immerse themselves in the fascinating garden worlds of a monastery which is more than 900 years old. Differentsized mirrors show the way, accompanying pupils  on an exciting journey of discovery through the  “Gardens of Time” as part of ageappropriate tours.

Themed 
workshops  

based on annual 

exhibitions

The Babenbergs 

“Leopold and Agnes: a very special couple” 
Pupils experience history and the stories  
surrounding St. Leopold and his wife, Agnes, at  
the place where it all happened. A playful  
approach is taken to bring 900 years of history  
to life and to boost children’s understanding of the 
topics. The tour leads back and forth through the 
medieval monastery to the impressive family tree, 
on display in the monastery’s museum. The tour 
even visits the Treasury, a particular highlight, 
where Agnes’ veil is kept to this day. 

1st to 4th school years 

“A tree with many branches” 
Fascinated by the detailed illustrations on the  
walllength panel painting of the Babenberg family 
tree, our trail to discover the lives of the individual 
Babenbergs begins here. The tour covers a wide  
range of topics: from the saga surrounding Austria’s 
 foundation to Agnes’ important role when it came 
to founding the monastery; from the legends  
surrounding the origins of the Austrian flag to  
the dyingout of the Babenberg line with  
Frederick the Quarrelsome. 

5th to 8th school years 

“Intertwined – intermarried – interconnected” 
The key topic of this tour is the formation of  
Austria as a “nation” under the Babenbergs.  
What tasks did a margrave carry out? Which  
methods did the Babenbergs use to expand their 
area of influence and dominion? Starting from  
the monumental panels on which the Babenberg 
Family Tree is depicted, this tour takes pupils in  
search of the most important representatives  
of this dynasty.  
 9th to 12th school years

The Habsburgs 

“Red ribbons and an ornamental hat” 
Pupils walk up the imperial staircase into the  
private chambers of Emperor Charles VI.  
Here it’s time to look for hidden stories in the  
imperial rooms. There are a great many details  
to discover when it comes to following the trail 
of a great family for whom the Klosterneuburg  
monastery was always a sacred place. 

1st to 4th school years 

“Mighty and magnificent” 
Pupils follow the trail of a project to construct a 
monastic palace; one which was never finished.  
Together, they uncover the meaning of the  
large ceiling fresco and discover many details  
in the pictures and stucco elements. What does 
this ostentatious display mean, and how are 
Church and State connected here? The tour is  
rounded off with a viewing of the archducal 
crown, the national crown of the Archduchy  
of Austria in the Treasury. 

5th to 8th school years

“The Austrian El Escorial 
and its art treasures” 
This tour emphasises the  
significance which the monastery 
of Klosterneuburg had as a national 
shrine for the Habsburg imperial family. 
The meaning of “The Homage of the House 
of Austria”, the complex ceiling fresco painted 
by Daniel Gran in the Marble Hall, will be revealed, 
as will the location of the imperial oratory in the 
monastery church. It was from here that the Habs
burg rulers attended Mass, especially on the Feast 
of St. Leopold, November 15th. 

9th to 12th school years

The monastery as a time machine 
The heavy door to the cloister is a portal which 
leads straight to the Middle Ages, while the long 
red carpet on the imperial staircase leads the  
way to the imposing and dramatic universe of  
the baroque.
  
Diverse workshops aimed at different age groups 
allow children to experience milestones in the 
country’s history for themselves, as well as to 
question the significance of those milestones  
for the world in which we live today. 

Information and booking

T: +43/2243/411-251
EMail: groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at

School groups from 15 pupils 

 Type  tour (incl. creative programme) 
 Can be booked  all year round 
 Duration  approx. 120 min. 
 Price incl. tour   € 99 per group (up to 15 pupils) 
  Each additional child € 3
  accompanying person goes free

School groups from 10 pupils 

 Type  interactive tour 
 Can be booked  from April to October 
 Duration  approx. 90 min. 
 Price incl. tour  € 6 per pupil
  accompanying persons 
  go free

NEW: Fairy Tales in the “Danube Garden” 

The convent garden, the pond garden, the cloister 
garden – what are the places hidden behind these 
curious names? 
The Klosterneuburg monastery is opening its  
gates and inviting visitors to immerse themselves 
in the fascinating garden worlds of a monastery 
which is more than 900 years old. Differentsized 
mirrors show the way, accompanying pupils on  
an exciting journey of discovery through the  
“Gardens of Time” as part of ageappropriate tours.

School Groups
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Music in the Monastery 

For more than 900 years, the Klosterneuburg  
monastery has been wellknown as a meeting  
place which crosses boundaries. This tradition is 
also upheld when it comes to music. In this vein, 
unique concerts are held every year in the historic 
rooms of the monastery under the title “Music in 
the Monastery” – events which shouldn’t be mis
sed. Alongside select musicians who showcase  
baroque and classical pieces, the organ concerts 
 played on the early baroque festal organ are 
among the highlights of the programme. In the 
monastery church, organists present breathtaking 
works which are in a class of their own. 

operklosterneuburg

The operklosterneuburg is a small but very 
highquality opera festival that receives more than 
10,000 visitors every year,  flocking to the stylish, 
openair atmosphere offered by Klosterneuburg 
monastery’s baroque imperial courtyard. Over the 
years the annual productions have become a key 
fixture in Austria’s cultural scene during the sum
mer. The imperial courtyard offers space for 840 
opera lovers and is home to the thirdbiggest  
openair opera festival in Austria! 

www.operklosterneuburg.at

In addition to our ongoing liturgical and cultural 
programmes, Klosterneuburg monastery also  
organises annual festivals to celebrate a whole  
variety of events. 

Whether you’re a flower lover, a “culture vulture” 
or a family who wishes to spend a wonderful  
day together, there is sure to be something for  
everyone at Klosterneuburg monastery.  
We look forward to your visit! 

Celebrating Monastery and City 

In the early summer of every year, a large festival 
takes place in cooperation with the municipality  
of Klosterneuburg. This festival takes the unique  
history of this place as a theme. The festival offers  
a wide range of programmes for the whole family. 
 
International Orchid Exhibition 

With a surface area of 2,000 square meters and  
taking place every second year in March, the  
Klosterneuburg Monastery Orchid Exhibition is  
the largest of its kind in Austria. Botanical gardens, 
 institutes and orchid growers from both Austria 
 and abroad set plant lovers’ pulses racing with 
their varieties of orchids, rare plants and other 
wonderful attractions.  
 
The Feast of St. Leopold

The Feast of St. Leopold takes place every year to 
honour the saint who not only founded the  
monastery but is also the patron saint of the state 
of Lower Austria. In addition to liturgical cele 
brations, guests also have the opportunity to  

visit his relics. A key fixture in the “Leopoldi” 
programme is the traditional “Fasslrutschen” 

in the Binderstadl, where visitors at the 
feast can use a 56,000litre barrel as a 

slide. This is an experience which 
should not be missed.

Contact and information

T: +43/2243/411-251
Email: groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at

©Roland Ferri
gato
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Festivals 
in the Monastery
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Discover the diversity of history, religion and  
pleasure! Located directly by the Klosterneuburg 
monastery visitor’s reception area, the monastery’s 
shop offers a selection of fine wines from the oldest 
winery in Austria, as well as various souvenirs and 
gift items. 

Incense, crosses and icons form the basis of our 
comprehensive range of religious goods. 
However, you can also find select products from 
other monasteries and convents. From grey 
poppy seeds from the Cistercian monastery  
of Zwettl to fine brandies from the Benedictine 
monastery of Göttweig, here you can dive into the 
world of pleasures offered by the “monastic world”.

Whether you just want a postcard, a model of  
the monastery made from lead crystal or one of  
the famous Leopoldipfennige [Leopold pennies] – 
which had already attained great significance  
in Maria Theresa’s time – here you are guaranteed 
to find the perfect way for you and your  
guests to remember your visit to 
Klosterneuburg  monastery.

Contact and information

T: +43/2243/411-212
Email: tours@stift-klosterneuburg.at

The Monastery Shop General Information

Offer 

• Themed tours with unparalleled cultural 
 treasures 
• Group prices from 10 people 
• A private cultural mediator/guide 
 for each registered group 
• Tours in a desired language upon request 
• Free audio guide for groups, available  
 in various languages 
• Where groups are larger than 30, distribution  
 of the group across more than one cultural  
 mediator is included in the price 
• Tasting sessions for the monastery’s own,  
 multiawardwinning wines and fruit juices 
• Culinary arrangements can be booked  
 individually 
• Tour guides receive free entry 
• Bus drivers receive free entry or an alcoholfree  
 drink in the Café Escorial while they wait 
• Thirdparty tour guides who have been  
 accredited by the monastery may lead their own  
 group tours

Location and infrastructure 

• On Vienna’s doorstep, right by the Danube  
 Cycle Path 
• 12 free bus parking spaces in the monastery  
 garage, allowing access to visitor’s reception  
 regardless of weather conditions 
• Wheelchair accessible (with the exception  
 of the museum on the 2nd floor and the  
 convent garden) 
• Free WiFi 

Flexible offers 

• Special events, such as Austria’s largest  
 orchid exhibition, the Feast of St. Leopold,  
 concerts, etc. 
• Enjoyable group packages 
• The possibility of a voucher agreement 
 for tour operators 
• Vienna Pass

We provide information, texts, images and films free of charge for catalogues, 
flyers and websites. Should you be interested, please contact group booking.

T: +43/2243/411-251 | F: +43/2243/411-31 
Email: groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at
www.stift-klosterneuburg.at
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Prices 2020/2021

Highlight Tour (Duration: Approx. 120 min.)

Adults € 22
Reduced rate € 21
Children, school students € 16
School groups € 12,50

Grand Tour o. t. M. (Duration: Approx. 90 min.)

Adults € 15,50
Reduced rate € 14,50
Children, school students € 9,50
School groups  € 6

Monastery Tour (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

Monastery and Arts (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

With Austria Guide € 9,50

Annual exhibition (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

Treasury Tour (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

Museum Tour (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

Garden Tour 
or Danube Gardens

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

Wine Cellar Tour (Duration: Approx. 60 min.)

Adults € 10
Reduced rate € 9
Children, school students € 6,50
School groups  € 4

School groups (Duration: Approx. 60 or 120 min.)

School children, without creative workshop € 4
School groups, including creative workshop € 99* 
*package offer for up to 15 participants.  
 Additional participants € 3 each, free admission for accompanying adults.

Fairy Tales (Duration: Approx. 90 min.)

School students € 6

Wine tasting (Duration: Approx. 30 or 60 min.)

Tasting 3 wines or fruit juices € 6,50
Tasting 6 wines or fruit juices € 10,50

Food and drink
Breakfast or coffee & cake ab € 6,90
Set menu ab € 12,90

Complementary
tours

Complement the themed tour of your choice 
with one of the following tours:
Treasury, Imperial Rooms,
Winery or Albrecht Altar

Adults € 5,50
Children, school students € 3
School groups  € 2

Reduced rates: Students, people doing military or civilian service, and people with special needs.
Group prices are valid from 1 January 2020 until 31  December 2021. All prices per person include VAT.

Stift Klosterneuburg
Kultur, Tourismus & Marketing
Stiftsplatz 1, 3400 Klosterneuburg

Information & booking
T: +43/2243/411-251 | F: +43/2243/411-31
groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at
www.stift-klosterneuburg.at

Subject to change, errors excepted. Version: January 2019 | Owner and publisher: Stift Klosterneuburg, Stiftsplatz 1, 3400 Klosterneuburg
Photos: ©Stift Klosterneuburg | Peter Boettcher, Jakob Gsöllpointner, Alexander Haiden, Walter Hanzmann, JPL Vienna, Bill Lorenz, Rita Newman, Hannes Sallmutter, Jürgen Skarwan, Niki Trat, Michael Zechany

Contact and how to find us
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Sala terrena, 
Visitor reception

Concierge 

Monastery church

kunsTRAUMstift

Wine shop

Augustinussaal

Binderstadl

Sebastianikapelle

Orangery

 Bike racks, 
e-bike station

Bike boxes and  
racks, lockers

   PKW- und Busgarage 
Pater-Abel-Straße 19

   Vinothek 
Rathausplatz 24

   Restaurant Stiftskeller 
Albrechtsbergergasse 1

1

2

3

6

5

4

7

8
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W
iener Straße

Kierling 
Railway station

Bus stop
»Klosterneuburg-Stiftsgarten«

1

G1

Hundskehle

Tulln
(Duration: Approx.

60 min. each)

Café Escorial  G1

Stiftscafé  G2

Restaurant Stiftskeller  G3

Opening hours

Summer season (beginning of May to mid of November): 
Daily, 9 am to 6 pm

Winter Season (mid of November to end of April): 
Daily, 10 am to 4 pm

Due to mass, the Collegiate church 
not always to be visited.

Klosterneuburg Monastery wine shop:
Mon - Fri, 9 am to 6 pm, 
Sat, 9 am to 5 pm, 
Sun, 12 noon to 5 pm 
Free parking for guests. 
Closed on public holidays.

(Duration: Approx. 
30 min.each)
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SALES
T: +43/2243/411-254

sales@stift-klosterneuburg.at

INFORMATION
T: +43/2243/411-212

tours@stift-klosterneuburg.at

GROUPS
T: +43/2243/411-251

groups@stift-klosterneuburg.at

WINE ESTATE
T: +43/2243/411-522

weingut@stift-klosterneuburg.at

PRESS
T: +43/2243/411-182

presse@stift-klosterneuburg.at

STIFT KLOSTERNEUBURG

Stiftsplatz 1
3400 Klosterneuburg

www.stift-klosterneuburg.at


